
The advanced control features play an important
role in the security that the U-Step provides you.
The reversed braking system and the rolling
resistance control are exclusive to the 
U-Step 2 and put you in complete control. 

By placing the main turning wheels towards
the middle of the base, as opposed to in the
rear as in other rolling walkers, the U-Step 2
turns around in 29 inches as compared to 
50 inches for most other advanced walkers.
This will allow you to turn in tight indoor
areas, such as washrooms, kitchens, and
hallways. At 23 inches wide, you can easily
walk through narrow doorways.

Our patented U-shaped base is ultra-stable. It surrounds
you and braces you in every direction from falling. 
You feel as stable as you would feel holding onto
another person’s arm. Other walkers only 
partially brace you from falling.   

U-Step 2 Walking Stabilizer

Stability...

Control...

Maneuverability...

When we bought a U-Step

walker the results were

nothing short of a miracle.

Dad said he “felt safe”

immediately, as if the

walker were a natural

extension of his body.

It is lightweight, easy

to operate, and with a

far more dignified design

than other walkers 

he is used to. 

— Ralph Bakery, 

Los Angeles, CA
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Additional Unique 
U-Step 2 Capabilities

Spring-Loaded Front Wheel

Medicare & Insurance
Reimbursable

1-800-558-7837
8027 Monticello Ave., Skokie, IL 60076   • Fax #: (847) 676-1202

www.ustep.com   • e-mail:  walkers@ustep.com   • See us on Facebook and Twitter

Primarily used by those with Parkinson’s
freezing but can be used by anyone with
an irregular gait pattern.  The  Laser and

Sound Cueing Module can help get you
started, normalize your walking and
increase your stride. Press the red
button on the module to project a

bright red laser line on the floor to
guide your step. You can also turn

on the sound feature to set a 
beat pattern for walking speed. 
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Addressing your walking needs...

U-Step 2

4-inch 

non-marking casters

Padded

seat

Tension control

Height

adjustable

Adjustable

backrest

Spring-loaded

front wheel
Place to step for

going up curbs

Glow-in-the-Dark tabs

Laser & Sound Cueing

Module (Optional)

Laser projected

red line

Ergonomically

Positioned

Handlebars

Comfort grips

Removable

basket

“In 1991, my mother’s neurological condition affected her walking to the point
of requiring a walking aid. Her physician prescribed a standard walker, in addi-
tion to therapy and leg braces.  However, the walker hindered her walking, and
more importantly did not prevent her from falling.  For two years, I worked with
physicians, therapists and engineers to develop a better solution.  Today, tens
of thousands of people with neurological conditions walk more safely and eas-
ily with the U-Step” says Jonathan Miller, President of In-Step Mobility
Products Corp.

In an effort to create the best product possible, we
used only quality components to insure the U-Step 2
would hold up well over time. For example, the
ergonomically designed and positioned handle bars
reduce stress on the back and joints, and encourage
an upright stance.  The base of the unit is complete-
ly welded, not bolted, so it will not loosen over time.

1-800-558-7837
Two week money back guarantee!  • Medicare & Insurance Reimbursable

“Anyone with walking
difficulties should have
the U-Step!  Doctors
and nurses have been
impressed with it. My
husband demonstrated
it at a Parkinson’s
group meeting. We are
very thankful for this
walker. My husband
wouldn’t be able to
walk without it. 

— K. Aumann

Model number ........................................................US-PC2
Medicare code (HCPC) ............................................#E0147
Weight capacity........................................................375 lbs
Height adjustment range ................................ 4’10” to 6’2”
Height customization ..............................................available
Size of Padded Seat ................................................19” x 8”
Height from floor to seat ................................................22”
Overall width..................................................................23”
Length ..........................................................................25”
Folded dimensions .......................... approx. 42” x 23” x 10” 
Turning circle ................................................................29”
Weight ......................................................................20 lbs
Material of frame ......................Tubular Steel and Aluminum
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